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I.
Swiss Families from the Toggenburg and Werdenberg at Home
and Abroad:
A Genealogical Sketch
by Ernest W. Alther, St. Gallen, Switzerland
Introduction
During past centuries the moving due to marriage of Toggenburg and
Werdenberg families within the region or across borders to neighboring
countries can often be observed. Lichtensteig, Wil, and the town of St. Gallen
were drawing points for commerce and business for the people of the
Toggenburg, and moving across the Swiss border is documented already in the
sixteenth century from and to Werdenberg and Appenzell, as shown by moves
of families such as Alther, Gantenbein, Giezendanner, and Steiner. They were
leaving not only for other European countries but also for overseas, especially
to regions that became part of the United States. This study focuses on
families migrating from the Toggenburg and Werdenberg. Their movements
started from today's New Toggenburg (Neutoggenburg) to the upper part of
the Toggenburg valley as well as towards St. Gallen, then to the Palatinate, the
Netherlands, and to North America.
It began with the ancestors of the family Giezendanner which originated
from Wattwil. George (called Wald-Jory), lived already about 1565 on the
farm "Wald" near the Laubergaden which today does not exist anymore.
Besides the alliances of the three branches Giezendanner-Forster 00 1612,
Giezendanner-Stump 00 1624 and Giezendanner-Tobler 00 1626, three other
descendants of Wald-Jory go back to Wattwil and Kappel. They will not be
dealt with here since they show no emigration in direct lines. The descendants
of George Giezendanner (called Wald-Jory) represent since 1563 twelve
generations in Switzerland, since 1729 eleven in the United States, and since
1758 eight generations in the Netherlands.
This type of genealogical research that spans countries and reaches across
oceans, is most labor-intensive. Such genealogical filiations, furthermore,
need to be shown by tables or charts which editors are hesitant to print.
Therefore only three charts are included here that feature more than a dozen
generations and nine branches. In each section every alliance is marked with
the year and place of the marriage(~.
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Moving and Emigration ofGiezendanners from Wattwil over Switzerland, to the Netherlands and the USA
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The Giezendanner Families
This family came from the farm Giezendan in Neutoggenburg and was
located on the right side of the river Thur in Schmidberg above the village of
Wattwil. From there the family Giezendanner spread all over the Thurtal. Part
of the farm of Wald-Jory was also situated within the borders of Wattwil on
the left side of the river Thur. The Giezendanner-Forster branch had settled in
1612 in Lichtensteig. From there in 1637 one line led to St. Gallen by one of
the daughters of that marriage. The branch of the Giezendanner-Stump 00 1624
will be described separately (see Chart No l, second column).
The Giezendanner-Tobler branch 00 1626 leads in the second generation to
two lines. The one of the family Giezendanner-Riidlinger ool 707 came to Alt
St. Johann. By marriage of daughters, this branch moved also towards St.
Gallen. The line of the family Giezendanner-Schweizer 001690 split into
further lines. From the alliance Giezendanner-Baumann 00 1726 stem the
Giesendanners in the Netherlands, which will be described below.
The family of the alliance Giezendanner-Anderegg oo 1726 remained in the
village of Wattwil and split after another two generations. By one of the
daughters, one line led to the alliance Wlispi-Giezendanner 001838 again to St.
Gallen. The alliance Giezendanner-Hoffmann 001868, stemming from the same
branch, began in 1831 in Indianapolis, after the widow Giezendanner-Mettler
emigrated with her children to the United States which will be dealt with
below.
The Giezendanner-Baumann Branch in Holland
This branch was founded by Valentine Giezendanner-Must ool 758, son of
Hans Giezendanner-Baumann oo 1726, who lived from 1730 to 1773, and
married Elsie Must in Holland (see Chart No 1). This unknown fact was
discovered by the efforts of Johann (Joop) Wilhelmus Giesendanner-Meijn 00
1971 , whose branch is found in the ninth column, Chart No 1.
The family Giezendanner-Must had nine children. They are found in the
registers of the Netherlands by the name Giesendanner. The family
Giesendanner-Kerkhellen had three sons. But two of these lines died out after
three and four generations respectively. Only the line of Christian
Giesendanner-Maas 00 1815 is still in existence.
The Giezendanner-Mettler Branch in Indianapolis
From the alliance Giezendanner-Anderegg oo l 726 stems Hans Martin
Giezendanner-Friedrich oo 1785. He originally settled as a baker in Furton the
Neckar River, from 1770 onwards then at Ennet-Brugg in the community of
Wattwil (see Chart l, column 8). His son Johannes, .who lived from 1788 to
1849 in Ennet-Brugg, apprenticed as a sugar baker and took over his father's
bakery after the latter's death. From the first marriage Giezendanner-Nlif
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1814 came Anna Barbara who was not yet of age when her mother died. In
1838 Anna Barbara married Josua Wiispi in Lichtensteig, a fitter and kitchen
stove manufacturer, thus founding the third branch of the St. Gallen lines.
From the second marriage of Johannes diezendanner with Anna Mettler
00 1831 two daughters and one son were born. One daughter married in the
Canton of Zurich. After the death of her husband in 1849, the widow decided
to sell the house and bakery in Ennet-Brugg and to emigrate with the younger
daughter and her son to Indiana. The son Wilhelm (William) Giezendanner,
who lived from 1843-1925, established himself as a baker in Indianapolis in
1868 and successfully operated a modem enterprise. He was a honored
member of the Meridian Lodge and of the Order of the Odd Fellows. He built
the Wm. Giezendanner Building, situated on Senate and Indiana Avenues and
Vermont Street of Indianapolis.
In 1868 Wilhelm Giezendanner married Margaretha Hoffmann. Besides
the daughter Myrthe Lucila, five sons were born to this union between 1868
and 1898 whose names were John George, Harry F., Walter B., Williams Jr,
and Charles. In the following generations 31 descendants were born.

00

The Giezendanner (Getzendanner)-Stump Branch
David Cramer Getzendanner, born in 1926 in Davenport, Iowa, did
everything possible to discover his ancestors' background and origin. I owe
him and his wife Betty much gratitude for their extensive research in the
United States, in Germany's Palatinate, and in Switzerland. Their work made
it possible to find the link to the Giezendanners in the Toggenburg.
Seven generations back from today, David found his ancestor Christian
Giezendanner, later Getzendanner, who had been married in 1723 in
lggelheim (Klein Schifferstadt, Palatinate). Six years later Christian left with
his family Klein-Schifferstadt and emigrated via Rotterdam to Philadelphia
where he arrived on September 11, 1729. The Iggelheim register of marriages
shows only that Christian was the son of Jakob Giezendanner, a Swiss. But at
that time the link with the Giezendanner in the Toggenburg could not be
established. In 1979, David Getzendanner summarized the results of his
research in a book entitled A History of the Swiss Family Giezendanner and of
Christian Getzendanner and His Descendants.
In order to find the origin of the father of Christian Getzendanner in
Switzerland, strong collaboration between the American researchers on the
Getzendanner, Getzen-Danner, Getzen and Danner and those in the
Toggenburg was necessary. Jakob Wickli, the founder of the Toggenburger
Genealogienwerk and in 1988 winner of a prize of the St. Gallische
Kulturstiftung, found the connection of Jakob Giezendanner-Forster 00 1658 of
Wattwil with Christian Giezendanner-Brunner 00 1723. He discovered that
Christian's father Jakob had been baptised in Wattwil on August 5, 1659 as
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the son of Jakob Giezendanner and Barbara Forster. Christian married Anna
Ottilia Riester in the Palatinate and died there in 1694 (see Chart No 1,
column 2). His origin is the farm "im Walde" or "dem Waldt", and he was a
grandson of Heinrich Giezendanner (1592-1652) from Wattwil and Anna
Stump, who were married in 1624. They in tum were descendants of the
Wald-Jory Giezendanner.
David Cramer Getzendanner researched the generations that followed
from the alliance Christian Getzendanner-Brunner. He found that Christian
and his family moved from Philadelphia with his in-laws, the Brunners, to the
region of Monacacy in Maryland and helped develop Frederick County.
Through 1979, the family grew over 6 generations to more than 800 members.
Only the descendants of Christian Getzendanner's son Thomas, who had
married Amelia Stokes in 1791 , were missing in the published genealogy.
As long as he lived in Maryland, Thomas wrote his last name as
Getzendanner the same as his parents. Moving to South Carolina, members of
his family started to change the name, first by separating it in 1789 into
Getzen-Danner. After the death of Thomas and his wife in 1844/48 several
family members and branches started to call themselves simply Danner. One
has to keep in mind that this branch lived completely separate from that in
Frederick and was surrounded by British and Scottish immigrants. A name
change was therefore to be expected. Finally the name was further changed
from Danner to "Getson" in a branch which had settled in Texas (see Chart
No. 1, column 2, 3 and 4). The elder Getson-Carr 001888 had lived in
Arkansas; his son "John Getzen-Danner," the story goes, "when a very young
lad, became embroiled in some fracas which caused him to leave Texas in
great haste never to return, and this brought about the changing of his name to
Jack Getson".
In 1993 David Getzendanner wrote a second volume titled Thomas
Getzendanner of Maryland and South Carolina . It includes the story of this
successful farmer and his extended family Getson and Danner in Alabama,
Arkansas, Mississippi, Oregon, Tennessee, and Texas. This publication adds
600 family members to the 800 individuals listed in the first volume, all of
whom are descended from Thomas Getzendanner. The author and his wife
Betty have travelled through all of the above mentioned States in search of
these immigrants from the Toggenburg. They have also added much new
material to the genealogy of the Giezendanner/Getzendanner. In July 1997
over two hundred people came to the 265 th Anniversary of the Getzendanner
Family in Frederick, all descendants of those few Giezendanner individuals
who from 1729 on helped build up the Monacacy area which is today's
Frederick County of Maryland. At a workshop of this Swiss Family Picnic the
continuation of genealogical research about the Giezendanners was the main
topic of discussion. A third volume that describes the Australian branch of the
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Giezendanners from the Toggenburg is the result of a research trip of David
and Betty Getzendanner to that continent in 1999 and has recently been
published.
The Move of the Family ,4°misegger-Klauser from the Toggenburg and from
Werdenberg to the United States between 1851 and 1857
The search for this branch of the Amisegger family was difficult. The
family name may derive from settlers at the Amisegg at 926 altitude west of
the Chiiseren and the Stofel in the community of St. Peterzell in the
Toggenburg. The branch goes back to Josef Amisegger of Hemberg who in
1728 married Cleophea Hoffstetter, born 1705 in St. Peterzell. Cleophea,
baptized on June 11, 1705, was a daughter of Jacob, farmer on the Halden, and
Elizabeth Frey, born 1675 in St. Peterzell. Ulrich, the son born of this
marriage, was baptized June 28, 1729 and in April 1756 married Chrischona
Klauser, the daughter of Joachim and Sabina Speich from the Hintere Laad in
Nesslau, in Hemberg. In 1756 Ulrich settled with his wife in Biirzlen and
between 1758 and 1775 was farming in Lutenwil and Dicken on Klauser' s
land which Chrischona had inherited. Salome Amisegger was born there and
baptized Dezember 3, 1769 in Nesslau.
Salome Amisegger was not yet twenty years old when she left her home
for Grabs to help in the household of the widower Andreas Gantenbein who
since 1758 farmed in the mountainous region of Grabs. In 1785 he lost his
wife Barbara Zogg, who then was 52, after 27 years of marriage. Salome
married Andreas in 1790. From this union was born Ulrich Gantenbein who
lived from 1794 to 1881. On October 30, 1817 he married the 16 years old
Margreth Rohrer from Buchs, who bore him eleven children, five daughters
and six sons. Beside his business of making wooden shoes he had a small store
in the town of Werdenberg. The oldest two sons Ulrich, born 1819, and
Niklaus, born 1822, stayed in Grabs. Yet Johannes, born 1824, Heinrich, born
1826, Andreas, born 1828 and Rudolf, born 1830, as well as Margaretha, born
1820 and Salome, born 1832 emigrated in 1851 to the United States. After the
death of the mother Margreth Rohrer in 1857, Ulrich Gantenbein took also his
three youngest daughters to the United States. The above given data explain
how Salome Amisegger became the mother of this branch of the family. In
1862 her son Ulrich returned alone to Grabs where he continued his business
of making wooden shoes. On December 18, 1881 he died at age 87 in
Werdenberg.
One of the two sons who had stayed behind in Grabs was Ulrich ( 18191877) who became a teacher in the village Ebnat in the Toggenburg. Until
1870 he also was employed as a recorder. First he lived in Mettlen, later in
Howard above Kappel. Anna Eggenberger, daughter of the teacher Albrecht in
Grabs, whom he married in 1840, bore Ulrich eight daughters and two sons.
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Yet after two generations this line died out (see Chart 2, column 2). Ulrich's
brother Niklaus (1822-1903) became a farmer in Grabserberg. In 1850 he
married Anna Hilti. After six generations 26 descendants are still living today
in Grabs and surroundings. But only this line leads to the twentieth century.
Niklaus' great-great-grandson Hans Gantenbein married Rosmarie Schlegel in
1959. In 1996 the couple visited seven families in California, Washington and
Oregon, all relatives of the great-great-great-grandfather Ulrich Gantenbein
(1794-1881).
Of the emigrating family members Margaretha, born 1820, married the
shoemaker Jacob Spillmann from Hedingen, Zurich, in 1850. In the fall of
1851 this young couple also followed the brothers to Philadelphia. In 1870
Margaretha's talented son Thomas helped his uncle Rudolf Gantenbein to
build up a 160 acre farm in Sandy, Oregon. In 1881, Thomas went to Calvin
College in Cleveland and became a pastor. Salome Gantenbein, born 1832, in
1854 married Nik.Jaus Leuthold (1812-1879) who was a baker in Krummenau.
They had two children, but in 1867 the marriage ended in divorce. After the
death of the daughter, Salome emigrated in 1869 to the United States. She
died in 1911 at age 79. Her two sisters Anna, born 1834 and Barbara, born
1835, outlived her. The youngest daughter Magdalena, born 1840 in
Werdenberg, married the farmer McGugin of Bulbrun in Oregon. She was
known in Clackamas County as a very helpful person, had a fine handwriting,
and kept in contact with relatives in Europe and America. At age 87, she was
honored as a poineer of Sandy, Oregon and became "Queen Mother" of the
pioneer club, which had been started in 1926, and she was featured in the
Sunday Oregonian on August 6, 1927.
The Gantenbein in the State of Washington
For a long time it was not clear where the Gantenbein branch of Pasco,
Washington, originated. But in 1986 letters were found in Neunforn,
Switzerland, from a Magdalena McGugin-Gantenbein, dating from 1911,
which helped to solve the question. Heinrich Gantenbein ( 1826-1911 ), called
Henry Sr., son of the union Gantenbein-Rohrer 1807, was the founder of this
line. He was a carpenter and married in 1849 Anna Barbara Hartmann from
Trogen. She was a seamstress and lived from 1822 to 1905. After the early
death of their first son in 1851, the couple emigrated that same year to
Philadelphia and from there to Stockbridge, Wisconsin. Between 1853 and
1859, four more sons were born. Henry was a hard worker and an
accomplished farmer. In 1883 he sold his farm for good money and moved to
Ainsworth, Washington, where he died in 1911. The son Johann, named John
(1853-1936), was a shoemaker and farmer in Kelso, Washington. His line died
out in 1908. The son Rudolf (1857-1935), a farmer in Ainsworth and Pasco,
died childless. Henry Jr., born 1856, continued that Washington line by the
00
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Descendants of Andreas Gantenbein and Salome Amisegger oo 1790
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alliances Gantenbein-Poe 00 1877, Gantenbein-Lee 00 1902, Gantenbein-Wells
001934, to Gantenbein-Thompson 00 1965.
This branch shows today six generations with 23 descendants. Henry Sr.,
all his sons, and especially Edith Mildred Gantenbein, born 1913, the
grandchild of Henry Jr., have kept in contact with their relatives in Sandy,
Oregon, and with a family that returned to Switzerland. Adolf Gantenbein, the
youngest son of Henry Sr. and Anna Barbara Gantenbein-Hartmann, was born
in Stockbridge Wisconsin, on August 19, 1859.
A Return to Switzerland
It must have been very hard for Henry Gantenbein Sr., when his wife,
Anna Barbara Hartmann, left him in the summer of 1861 to go back to
Switzerland. She not only expected their sixth child, but also took her twoyear old son Adolf with her. Back in Grabs at the Citizen's Home she gave
birth to a daughter, Anna Hagar Gantenbein, who died on January 2, 1862.
Anna Hartmann then left Grabs with her son Adolf and settled in Tobel,
Appenzell Ausser-Rhoden, and started working as a seamstress again. Adolf,
who lived from 1859 to 1935 as a small farmer in Wienacht-Tobel in
Appenzell Ausser-Rhoden, became a silk weaver and married in 1883 Bertha
Rohner. In 1878 began his correspondence with his family in the State of
Washington that lasted until 1936. Between 1883 and 1906 Bertha bore him
ten children. Over the last three generations, this Swiss branch counts 29
descendants. Their son Henry Gantenbein-Weber 001927, born in 1897,
received greetings for his 100th birthday, which he celebrated in Neunfom
Thurgau, on October 1, 1997 from his grand-niece Edith Mildred McCaslinGantenbein (see Chart No. 2, column 4 and 5) and from his cousins of the 3rd
and 4th generation living in Washington. On October 1, 2000 he celebrated his
103 rd birthday.
The Gantenbein of Oregon
We tum now back to the other three sons of the couple GantenbeinRohrer 00 1817, who all emigrated from 1851 to 1855 via Philadelphia to
Oregon. Johannes, named John in the United States, born 1824, made wooden
shoes like his father Ulrich. Then Johannes trained in Basel, Switzerland at the
Basel Mission School to become a preacher and minister and was ordained on
July 3, 1851. He then emigrated via Bremen, Germany, to New York and from
1851 to 1865 served as a pastor in Philadelphia, Salem, Pottsville,
Kreidersville, and Baltimore. He then studied medicine and received his
medical degree in 1868. In 1874 he decided to become a missionary in
Oregon. He started churches in Astoria, Oakpoint, Sandy, Dalles, and Oregon
City and founded and chaired the Portland-Oregon-San Francisco Classis. In
1884 he was elected missionary superintendent of the Pacific Coast.
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In 1853 he had married Mary Schwiilble in Philadelphia, who together
with her mother hailed from Marbach, Germany. They had six daughters and
three sons (see Chart No. 2, columns 2 and 3). All their children were
educated at the prestigious school of Kornthal and at the King Karl
Gymnasium, both in Stuttgart, or at the College de France in Paris. Over four
generations this family had to date 33 descendants by four daughters and two
married sons. Some of them served in the US Army or Navy and were active
in the Allied invasion of Africa and Normandy during the Second World War.
Calvin Ursinus Gantenbein-Watson 00 1899, studied law at the University
of Oregon in Portland. From 1892 to 1899 he pursued a military career and in
the Spanish-American War served as Brigadier General in the Philippines.
Back in Portland he practiced law, became in 1903 Dean of the Faculty of
Law of the University of Oregon, and in 1908 a judge in the circuit court of
that State. In 1914 he founded the North Western School of Law. Of his three
sons, James W. Gantenbein received a Carnegie Fellowship to study at the
University of Cambridge in Great Britain. After completion of his Ph.D. he
joined the US Diplomatic Corps and served in Milan, Italy, Santo Domingo,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, and in Quito, Ecuador. Calvin Edward GantenbeinBrown 00 1972 practices medicine in Portland, Oregon. John Flint GantenbeinPauling oo 1941, a lawyer, served as president of the North Western School of
Law founded by his father.
Here the story of one of the Gantenbein fathers-in-law shall be told. It
concerns Henry L. Pittock (1835-1919), one of the great Portland
industrialists. He came in his youth from Deal in Kent County, Great Britain,
to Pittsburg where he became a printer at age 18. In newly founded Portland,
Oregon a Thomas Jefferson Drayer founded the weekly The Oregonian, the
first newspaper of Portland and its vicinity. Drayer was also active in politics.
He was a presidential elector and in 1860 voted for Abraham Lincoln to
become president of the United States. In 1856 Drayer went into politics and
at age 25 his collaborator Henry L. Pittock, printer and editor-in-chief, became
owner of the The Oregonian, only seven years after hisjourney by oxen wagon
from Pittsburg to Portland. He was very active as newspaper editor and also
became an industrialist. He invested in the wood industry and in enterprises
such as the Metropolitan Railway Company. Ten years before his death he
began to build the Pittock Residence on the Imperial Heights of Portland
where he spent the last five years of his life after a most successful career. In
1860 he had married Georgina Martin Burton from Iowa, and they had six
children. The fourth child, Louise Pittock, married John Edward Gantenbein
(see Chart No 2, column 3).
John Edward Gantenbein-Pittock 001908 was educated at Franklin and
Marshall College, became a successful printer, and took over from his fatherin-law The Oregonian, by then a daily and a leading newspaper on the Pacific
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coast. He later became its editor and owner. His son Robert Peter Gantenbein
(1914-1984) graduated from the University of Cambridge, England. In the
Second World War he served as a sergeant on the Aleutian Islands. Before the
war he had started as production manager and later became editor of The
Oregonian. In 1964 he sold the Pittock Residence, his place of birth, to the
City of Portland as a museum.
Andreas Gantenbein-Greim, born 1828, emigrated in 1855 to
Philadelphia. He married in 1858 and between 1857 and 1864 had three
daughters and two sons. This is all the information available about this family
at this time. Anderes (Andrew) was farming somewhere in the West.
The youngest grandson of Salome Amisegger was Rudolf Gantenbein,
born 1830 in Werdenberg. He was the first one of the nine children of Ulrich
Gantenbein-Rohrer 00 1817, who emigrated to the United States (see Chart No,
2, column 2). It was Elois Gantenbein who lived from 1915 to 1992 (see Chart
2, column 4), the daughter of Gustav AdolfGantenbein-Heberlein oo 1907) and
granddaughter of this Rudolf Gantenbein-Lohrer oo 1873, who from the 1930s
on organized many of the annual Gantenbein picnics. Later these Gantenbeins
met with the cousins and descendants of Carl Gottlob Pfander, an immigrant
from Germany. In 1877 he married in Portland Barbara Elise Lohrer, born
1850, a sister of Anna Lohrer from Bischofszell, Switzerland, the second wife
of the above mentioned Rudolf Gantenbein. The notes of Elois Gantenbein
were most important for my research when I visited Portland for the first time
in 1956. She, her brother Robert Sr. named Bob, and her nephew Robert Jr.,
were the ones who informed me about the Gantenbein families living on the
Mississippi, of whom I then had no knowledge. It was my letter to Walter
Gantenbein of Osceola, written in 1980, which his widow passed on to her
nephews Robert and Richard Garber, sons of Hazel Gantenbein, that led to the
genealogy of the Gantenbeins on the Mississippi River to be dealth with
below.
Rudolf Gantenbein, born 1831, was the first of the family to leave the
village Werdenberg within the township of Grabs to emigrate to the United
States. From Philadelphia he encouraged his brothers and sisters to do the
same. He was married twice, but all of his ten children came from the second
marriage with Anna Lohrer, which took place in Philadelphia in 1873. They
were married by his brother, the pastor John Gantenbein.
Rudolf was very industrious and always open for something new, which
later was advantageous for him as a craftsman and farmer. In 1851 he made
wooden tubs and buckets as well as handles for shovels and axes in
Pennsylvania. Over the years he built up a business that included the
manufacturing of windows and doors. When he went for the first time to
Oregon in 1872, he started a farm with a barn for 40 cows, 2 oxen, 6 horses,
ponies, pigs, poultry and turkeys. It became a model farm. He also built a two
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story house for his family, a sawmill in Sandy, and a road to neighbouring
Cherryville. Rudolf was the first one in the region to own a combine for grain
and a milking machine. He also constructed a fruit- and food-mill driven by
steam and had running water in his house and stables. But in 1894, with debts
derived from two economic depressions, the farm had to be auctioned off.
Rudolf died in 1896 and his wife with ten children had to find a new
livelihood. Over four generations this Gantenbein branch had grown by 1977
to more than 150 descendants.
The Gantenbeins on the Mississippi
This branch of Gantenbein families from Werdenberg and Grabs
emigrated between 1853 and 1877 to Dubuque, Iowa, on the Mississippi. They
are all found on Chart No. 3, columns 3 to 9. It was Walter Gantenbein, a
professional fisherman in
Osceola, Wisconsin, on the St.
Croix River, who in the
seventies coincidentally had
contacted Robert Gantenbein
Jr. of the Oregon branch,
although they were not at all
related and never before had
been in touch. Further research
led back to the Mississippi
River, especially Dubuque,
Iowa, and back to Prescott and
Racine in Wisconsin. Two sons
of a Hazel Gantenbein, who
was married to William Earl
Garber in Diamond Bluff,
Robert and Richard Garber, did
Walter Gantenbein holding Carp
find me in Switzerland, but
they did not know how they
descended from people of
Grabs, Switzerland. In 1889 I was helped by Carol Gantenbein of Bettendorf
and Rebecca Sue Haugo Gantenbein oflowa City. Both ladies had researched
their respective families independently from each other. I thank them both for
the valuable information they have passed on to me. But the connection to
their origin in Grabs had yet to be found.
The number of emigrating families from Grabs, Switzerland to Dubuque,
Iowa was larger than originally anticipated. The immigration from Europe to
this part of the Mississippi River started in 1788. It was a Frenchman, Julien
Dubuque, who together with nine other Frenchmen received permission from
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the native American Indian inhabitants to mine lead at the place of today's
Dubuque. After Julien's death in 1810 mining ceased. In 1833 the lands west
of the Mississippi were claimed by the United States and the indigenous
peoples expelled and replaced by Europeans. In 1841 there were about a
thousand people in Dubuque. Schools and churches were built. On December
27, 1841, when the State of Iowa was established, Dubuque was one of the
largest cities of the state. In 1847 the immigration from Europe began,
especially from Germany and later also from Switzerland. The registers of
Dubuque show that in 1844 a Johannes Gantenbein with wife and a child, born
during the Atlantic crossing, settled in Dubuque which by 1850 had grown to
over three thousand people. It has not yet been possible to find Johannes
Gantenbein's roots in the Werdenberg district.
The emigration from Grabs started with the family of Mathaus
Gantenbein-Gantenbein. Mathaus was born in
1808 in Grabs. His wife was Katharina
Gantenbein, was also born in Grabs in the year
1816. This couple was married there on
November 11, 1834 and lived on the farm Salen.
Between 1835 and 1851 Katharina gave birth to
six children. The youngest died just two days
after birth. In March 1853 the parents left Grabs
with four of their five children and registered
them the same year in Dubuque: Christian, born
1835, Ulrich born 1838, Anna, born 1842 and
Johann, born 1845. The daughter Katharina
Katharina Gantenbein
stayed back in Grabs and married Ulrich
(1813-1892)
Eggenberger in 1871. This couple followed
Katharina's parents to Dubuque in 1876.
In her work completed in December 1988 in Iowa City, Rebecca Sue
Haugo Gantenbein mentions this couple Gantenbein-Gantenbein which had
married in 1834 in Grabs, but listed children with altogether other names.
These, however, belong to another couple Gantenbein-Gantenbein that had
married in Grabs in 1835. Rebecca further stated: "Mathias and Josephine
Gantenbein and family arrived in the United States in April 1871 according to
Mathias' naturalisation papers. That was a good 18 years after his father,
mother and siblings had left Switzerland in 1853".
Independent ofRebeccas' work, Carol Gantenbein of Bettendorf made the
same error in her account since neither of them had the original registers of
Grabs available. Therefore the individual descendances of the alliances
Gantenbein-Engler 1864 and Gantenbein-Rohrer 1858, and GantenbeinDrutchman ca. 1878 have to be corrected (see Chart No. 3, column 5 to 8).
00

00

00
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It is rare indeed that marriages of two couples within a year from each
other (1834 and 1835 respectively) have the same family names and the same
first names, in this case Mathiius Gantenbein and Katharina Gantenbein. Only
the exact location of the name of the farms within the community where the
four individuals had been born allowed the correct determination of the
descendance of the two different Mathias (also Mathiius or Matthiius)
Gantenbeins and the two Katharina Gantenbeins. Therefore in Chart No. 3 the
names of the farms within the township of Grabs, where the couples lived
after their marriages, are accurately identifed. In answer to the question
whether related persons (cousins) of distant relations still live in Switzerland
today, I added to chart No. 3 two further lines of descendance existing in
Switzerland today (see column l and 2), (individuals stemming from the same
couple Gantenbein-Vetsch, who married in 1738). The two couples
Gantenbein-Gantenbein are easely mixed up, yet are clearly different in dates
of birth and marriage.
Mathiius Gantenbein, born 1808, and Katharina Gantenbein, born 1813,
were brother and sister of the parents of Christian Gantenbein (1776-1856)
who married Anna Eggenberger (1788-1863) in 1806, living at Salen,
Grabserberg.
Contrary to the supposition of Rebecca Haugo Gantenbein, this
comparison shows that there were two different couples which might easily be
mistaken for one another and thus lead to wrong descendances. It has to be
added that the couple Gantenbein-Gantenbein 001835 never lived in Dubuque.
Matthiius (Matheus) Gantenbein, son ofMatthiius (Aschen Debus) Gantenbein
and Ursula Zogg, was a farmer at Schluss-Grabserberg, born March 6, 1813
and died in Grabs February 6, 1866. Katharina Gantenbein, daughter of
Christian (Salen Christeli) Gantenbein and Anna Eggenberger, was born
December 11, 1813 and married in Grabs June 16, 1835; then the couple lived
"auf Breite, am Berg". Between 1835 and 1857, Katharina gave birth to
eleven children, five daughters and six sons, of whom the last two girls and
the youngest boy were born in Grabs between 1853 and 1857. It is not
possible, therefore, that father, mother, and siblings had left Switzerland in
1853. Only their sons Christian, born 1835, Matthiius, born 1836, and
Andreas, born 1842, became emigrants. Christian Gantenbein-Rohrer 001858,
emigrated in the year 1866 together with his mother Katharina (born 1813, she
died 1892 in Dubuque), and Mathiius Gantenbein-Engler, who emigrated in
1871 from Grabs to Dubuque. From these two couples stem Carol Gantenbein,
the genealogist, born 1940; Dr. Rex Earl Gantenbein, born 1950; the brother
Frank Gantenbein, born 1951, husband of Rebecca Sue Haugo, born 1953, the
other genealogist. To both genealogists my sincere thanks for their
cooperation. Their research work on Gantenbein lines and branches living at
present in the United States is of outrnost value.
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Another problem was Andreas Gantenbein-Drutchman, whose marriage
took place in 1878 (or earlier) in Iowa. It could be solved only by consulting
the Swiss Registers in Grabs. Andreas was born September 26, and baptized at
the church of Grabs October 2, 1842. He emigrated in 1866 to Dubuque,
together with his brother Matthaus, born 1836, who was married in Grabs,
March 1, 1864 to Maria Josefa (Josephina) Engler (see as well Chart No. 3,
column 5 to 8). It is not possible here to explore the fate of all of the more than
two hundred descendants of the two Gantenbein-Gantenbein couples who
married in 1834 and in 1835. Just a few details will be given about the parents
Gantenbein-Engler 00 1864, who came to Dubuque in 1871 with their six
children born in Grabs. Dubuque had at that time already 18,200 inhabitants.
Through 1884 the family had six additional children, all born in Dubuque,
who during the next generation grew to 32 grandchildren. In 1871, Mathew
started as a milkman, his brother Christian, born 1835, became a shoemaker,
and Johannes (John), born 1845, worked as plasterer.
Mathew who died in 1920 was economically successful. He was able to
provide an adequate education for all of his children and further descendants.
One of his great-grand-children, Rex Gantenbein, born 1950, studied
informatics at Iowa State University, earned his doctorate in 1986, and now is
professor of computer science at the University of Wyoming in Laramie. It is
also noteworthy that some of Mathews' decendants found their way back to
Switzerland and took up farming in Schuls and Samedan in the Engadin.
Also of interest is the changing of the first name Matthias to Dave, since
in the dialect of Grabs Mathew is called Debus or Debes which is also noted
in the ecclesiastical and civil registers. In English speaking Dubuque, Debes
or Debus changed easily to Dave, David or Davis, causing difficulties to
genealogists in search of a Mathew or Mathias (Matthias). This happened with
Davis Gantenbein-Randall 00 1886, who was baptised Mathias (Debus), but
registered in Diamond Bluff as David (see Chart No. 3, column 3). We will
come back to this indivual in the next section.

The Gantenbein Fishing and Trapping Company
One descendant from the couple Matthiius Gantenbein-Gantenbein ( 1834)
of Salen-Grabs, shall be featured. As stated above, this family had emigrated
from Grabs to Dubuque in March 1853. Their son Ulrich, born May 5,
baptized May 6, 1838 in Grabs, was 15 years old when he arrived in Dubuque.
From the start, fishing on the Mississippi seemed to be his passion and he did
indeed become a successful commercial fisherman. Three years after the
family's immigration, Magdalena Gadient from Graubiinden, Switzerland, a
widow with children and relatives, arrived in Dubuque. She had left Mastrils,
Graubiinden on April I 0, 1856 with her children Catharina, Kaspar, Johannes,
Rosa, and Dorothea, and she was assisted by her son-in-law Johann Steiner
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who was married to her daughter Margareth, the parents of three boys named
Andreas, Kaspar, and Johann.
The widow Magdalena, born December 26, 1806, hailed from Schiers in
the Prattigau and had married on November 29, 1829 the juryman Andreas
Gadient from Mastrils. On
January 2, 1844, one day before
his 40th birthday, Andreas
unexpectedly died. At that time
six of their eight children were
still alive. Twelve years later
Magdalena decided at age 50 to
emigrate together with the
family of her son-in-law to the
United States. It was Dorothea
Gadient, born in Mastrils on
December 2, 1843, who on
Dorothea Gadient (seated); behind Dorothea, from
November 26, 1868 married left to right, her daughters: Cathrine, Lilian, Anne
Ulrich Gantenbein, the and Rose Gantenbein
fisherman in Dubuque. She
became the ancestor of the
"dynasty of Gantenbein-fishermen" on the Mississippi River. But also the
brothers of Dorothea, Caspar and Johann Gadient, founded families. On
January 3, 1987, the newspaper The Red Wing Republican Eagle, founded in
1857, reported: "There are so many cousins on the Gadient side that the
parents of the newly born boy weren't quite sure ifhe was No. 37 or 39".
Dorothea Gantenbein had four daughters and four sons. In 1995 we
counted 38 descendants over four generations. From the second generation it
was Mathew, named Debes Gantenbein, born in Dubuque in 1863, who fished
commercially. Debes was known as Dave, and as Dave Gantenbein he died in
1960 in Red Wing. He had married Annette Randall in 1884, who gave birth
to four daughters and five sons between 1886 and 1902. After the competition
became too intense around Dubuque, Dave started fishing further north. He
moved up the river, first to New Albin in Iowa, then to Diamond Bluff,
northwest from Red Wing, Wisconsin. There he purchased 1500 acres with all
land-, water-, fishing- and hunting-rights. With the building of the ChicagoNorthern-Burlington Railroad and with requests from Jewish communities for
kosher fish meals, his business spread to the east coast of the United States.
The third generation kept up the fishing tradition. The sons were very
familiar with the water and the land of that area and named places
accordingly: Muscat Pond, Beaver Cut, Coon Lake, Mink Ridge, Goose Bay,
Willow Crossing, Fox Lake, Owl Cut, Rat House, Gantenbein Lake,
Woodduck Point, Ugly Slough, Hunters' Lake, Mars Point, etc. The Authority
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of Cartographing of the US Department of the Interior made the name
Gantenbein Lake official. On the hunting ground there were many waterbirds
and fur animals such as beaver, bisam rat, mink and otter. Fishing and
trapping provided for the people of Diamond Bluff a valuable income. Also a
hunting club known as Gantenbein Club or Goose Leg Club was organized.
Members who belonged to it were Lucius B. Ordway and his son Samuel
Ordway, the owners of the Minnesota Mining Company. They financed the
3M Company from 1905 to 1916 and were passionate members of the
Gantenbein Club.
This Gantenbein family enterprise
had started at Hunters Lake on the
Mississippi River where Mathew (Dave)
Gantenbein with his sons built their
house and other buildings. After Dave's
death in 1960 in Red Wing, his
granddaughter Annette Crocker Irvin
Gantenbein (1922-1989), daughter of
Victor and Rose Gantenbein-Schrupp,
took over the enterprise from 1965 to "The Shanty" - hunting lodge at
1988. She managed the last branch of Diamond Bluff, Wisconsin
the old business named D. Gantenbein
and Sons Duck Marsh in Diamond Bluff. Today the whole area, the so-called
Mero Complex, belongs to the Institute for Minnesota Archaeology which
gathers information about American Indian culture before its displacement by
the newcomers from further east and Europe. The marsh portion of the
complex belongs today to a group of businesspeople from the St. PaulMinneapolis area. The farm portion is owned by the Institute for Minnesota
Archeology which has undertaken several excavations of ancient American
Indian village sites to further the
knowledge about the history and
life of Native Americans of that
region.
It was in Diamond Bluff on
the river banks of the Mississippi
that Victor Gantenbein built his
large house above the river and
close to the railroad line. His
neighbour was Earl Garber who was
chief supervisor of the Burlington
Northern Railroad line. Victor's two
Gantenbein home at Diamond Bluff, daughters Mildred and Hazel
Wisconsin
Gantenbein eventually married the
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railroad official's sons named Lesley and William Earl Garber (see chart No.
3, columns 3 and 4). The family line from Hazel Gantenbein led over to her
sons Robert Garber-Brandecker and Richard Garber-Due 1951, then to her
grandson Chris Garber. By Chris' wife Kim Sagmoan and her mother of
Norwegian, British and German origin, the genealogy is ascending to families
of Grabs such as the Hilti, Zogg, and Gasenzer.
Three of the six sons of Dave Gantenbein stayed in the fishing business.
Frank Gantenbein-Rowcliffkept the fishing tradition alive in Michigan. Victor
Gantenbein (1896-1977) was also successful in fishing and trapping. Of
special interest is Walter Gantenbein who in his younger years had come from
the Mississippi River via Prescott to Osceola to pursue his own career on the
St. Croix River. Walter (named Walt) was born September 9, 1890. At that
time his father had already transferred his fishing business from Dubuque to
New Albin, Iowa. When Walter died on March 6, 1984 in Osceola, he could
look back to 17 years spent on the Mississippi and 63 years on the St. Croix
River. He had married Florence Ellen Sigmund in 1921 with whom he had two
daughters. He as well as his brothers could not have had a better teacher than
their father Mathew (named Dave) when together they built up their successful
business in Diamond Bluff. Walter learned the carpenter trade, built fishing
boats, and also became expert in fishing and trapping. During the First World
War he did duty as a sailor on the USS Calgoa in the Atlantic Ocean. After
active service in the US Navy, he returned to the Mississippi River.
00

Left to right: Victor Gantenbein; Walter Gantenbein; Game Warden

Together with his father and his brother Victor, Walter started a shipping
business on the St. Croix River. With a houseboat and two barges they
explored during 1919 that river and built a hunting resort below Osceola. Walt
became a naturalist, learned to be a taxidermist, harvested fish, fur-bearing
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animals, water fowl, turtles, and mussels. The museums of the Twin Cities are
still displaying his tropheys. His recipies for preparing fish meals were
excellent and could not be improved. He became an expert also in this
endeavor, served as a leader of groups, and gave classes for people to be
trained in dealing with the river. General Joe McGaheran was one of his
guests and praised Walter for his good meals and expertise. "I had one of the
greatest guides in the States," the General declared, "the veteran Walt
Gantenbein, who knows every fish in the river by his or her first name".
Conclusion
This ends the summary about the moves of selected Toggenburg and
Werdenberg families in Europe and about their emigration from Switzerland
to the United States between 1658 and 1877. Not all who emigrated of the
families discussed above from those Swiss regions could be featured in this
study. The reasons for each of their migrations, furthermore, would have to be
studied separately and are part of the expansion of European peoples into
lands overseas.
The last picture in this paper shows how in the year 1620, long before
emigration from Europe started on a large scale, a well established farmer
lived on his farm not far from Giezendan in the Toggenburg. Returning home,
his wife offered the galloping horseman the welcome cup. The rider was
Debus Alther from Krummenau, his wife Anna Buhler, and the coats of arms
displayed were those of the two families. The top of the picture shows several
saddled horses with the leading horseman and his servant. Below the picture
the artist of this stained glass noted the rider's wish with these words: "The
great desire of my life is to have on my side a good horse and a fine wife.
When ever in need, I want to have plenty of gold in my purse. And at the end
of my life, I want to arrive in paradise." That was the outlook of a wealthy
farmer of 1620 then living in the Toggenburg. Of course, the horsemen and
the servant shown in that picture faced a way of life that was quite different
from that of their patron Debus.
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Third from left: Walter Gantenbein with Kay; next unknown; then Florence Gantenbein
with Gloria; seated Chester Gantenbein; behind Chester is Elsie Gantenbein
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LETTER FROM SOUTH CAROLINA, 23, 1737
of
Johann Ulrich Giezendanner
Introductory Note:
Johann Ulrich Giezendanner ( 1686-173 7) of Lichtensteig, Canton St.
Gallen, Switzerland, by profession a gold- and silversmith, had briefly studied
at the University of Marburg in Germany and had become one of the
'awakened' in the spirit of Pietism which was then influencing the various
Christian denominations. (The movement minimized the difference between
clergy and laity and stressed religion as a matter of experience and deeply-felt
piety rather than as doctrine and as a set of rules to be obeyed.) Between 1715
and 1720 J. U. Giezendanner preached to large crowds, but was silenced by
offical intervention since he proclaimed the priesthood of all believers and had
no license to preach. In 1735 Giezendanner resumed his ministry, yet the
Reformed Synod again intervened. He then decided to join the group of
Johannes Tobler (1696-1765) of Rehetobel, Canton Appenzell, and of
Bartholomaus Zuberbuhler (1678-1738) of Gais, a minister of the Swiss
Reformed Church, who led some one hundred emigrants to South Carolina.
Tobler had been a leader of the aristocratic party but had lost his position as
Landeshauptrnann, one of the state's chief executive posts, when the
oppositon had come to power and declared Tobler unfit for office for life.
Reverend Zuberbuhler, one of his supporters, also lost his pastorate when he
denounced French influence on the Canton of Appenzell's governing elite. The letter is reprinted by permission from America Experienced. Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Century Accounts of Swiss Immigrants. Edited by Leo
Schelbert, translated by Hedwig Rappolt (Camden, Maine: Picton Press,
1996). - The genealogy of branch 24 of the Giezendanner of Lichtensteig has
been constructed by Emil Looser of Wattwil and is reproduced by permission.
The Letter
In Christ Dearly Beloved Friends!
Alas, how much I should talk over with you what cannot be put on paper,
namely for what reason I had to undertake this long journey, and how it went
before and after it. Therefore I must now report the truth about how I have
experienced and found it all before my God. After we had been traveling for
23 weeks because of the many obstacles in England and Holland and 12 weeks
at sea, we all arrived - God be praised! - mostly healthy on February 1, old
style, and in all only 3 children and 1 daughter died. We had a very good
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captain and also a good crew who still visit us. On January 16 and 17 we had a
very big storm day and night so that we were nailed shut in our ship-cave so
that no water could enter. Because we were up to 212 souls and all was very
narrow, we thought that we must suffocate. And the Captain told us afterward
that we had been man-deep under water. So we had to cry out to the Lord from
the depth of the sea's womb, and of the danger taught us to pray.
Because our pastor from the Appenzell was mostly in the captain's room
and sick, I had to hold a prayer-meeting with the people mornings and
evenings. Although the devil fought against it by the means of evil people,
God nevertheless has fortunately sustained my poor soul and my 11
companions so that we have been rarely sick and mostly healthy in all inner
and outer storms, regardless of change of food, of water, of air.
When we arrived the government received us right away with love and
distributed provisions. But our group spoiled it and quarreled. Reconnoiterers
were sent out to seek out the best places. That brought a long delay so that
those from the Appenzell with two households from the Toggenburg departed
only eight days ago and in four small boats to Savannah, 190 miles distant. 5
Swiss hours from here a small boat with provisions sank (in it were pastor's
[Zuberbuhler] son-in-law with their and other children) so that the water came
up to their necks. But they were all - God be praised! - still rescued. The
people from the Rheintal have been sent out to Friedensburg [Fort Frederick]
and to Port Royal as volunteers and naturalized citizens for guard duty with
good pay. I have separated from the group and will keep still here with my
people until I know where and what for the dear Lord will want me. Rumor
has it that the land is extremely good in some places, worse in others, and very
bad elsewhere so that all bums to the ground. So one has to get to know it all
for oneself. Meanwhile I have taken a room and garden for which I pay each
week l pound or 20 Ziirich batzen, and I have to get my sustenance from my
profession. What we have sown seven weeks ago is all already large and
beautiful. Flax, hemp, peas. The poor blackamoors are kept very hard as
slaves by the Christians. And the Christians also mostly inflict suffering.! On
those savages who lead an honest and quiet life, annoyance, by avarice, usury.
Had I not began my journey with much prayer, I would not know how to
endure it.
Otherwise the government faithfully fulfills what it promises as to spritual
and bodily freedom, also with 50 acres of land. But because people have
become overly burdensome to the government by begging, inconstancy,
haggling, debauchery, and did not immediately take up work, it has been
decided from now on nobody would be given no provisions, only the land
which, therefore, I report so that you make it known in Switzerland and the
poor people won't be badly duped.
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Here I have become acquainted with many people from the Basel-Land
and also with other Swiss who admit that one does not know the real truth in
Switzerland. There are 80 households here, Germans and also [people] from
Oranienburg, amo11:g them many poor who, because no regular preacher is
available, have asked me to stay with them and to hold a spiritual exercise
with them every Sunday. I will see what God will ordain. Thus I wanted to
give report (as briefly as possible). And now, my dear, be all and sundry
greeted and recommended to God by
Johann Ulrich Giezendanner, Goldsmith from Dockenburg [Toggenburg]
P.S . Just now is with me the widow of Niclaus Dillen, the marksman of
Brattelen, who lives in a small farmhouse besides me and also sends cordial
greetings and asks to tell her people, besides friendly greetings, that she had
been at sea for 15 weeks. And after they had been 10 days in Carlsstatt, her
husband died. Had he stayed alive, he would have had plenty to earn. 14 days
before also 2 of her children died aboard ship. She will now stay here with the
other 4 children as long as it pleased God. One may remember her with love.
Elisabeth Meier was yesterday here with me, and her sisters besides. Both
are servants here to pay for their fare. They, too, send you all cordial greetings
and ask for your prayers. I also ask that one may do battle for us and other
poor souls and may report how things are with you, and whether it is true that
the Emperor and the French have blocked your freedom of movement and that
you have fought with those from Gross-Hiiningen. Write the address in this
way:
To Mr. Lewis Timothy
Printer in South Carolina
to be left at the Post Office
In Charleston
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III.
REVIEW ESSAY
LIFE-SA YING DIPLOMACY
by
Tadeusz Debski

Leo Schelbert, ed., Switzerland Under Siege 1939-1945: A Neutral Nation's
Struggle for Survival. Rockport, Maine: Picton Press, 2000.
Theo Tschuy, Dangerous Diplomacy. The Story of Carl Lutz, Rescuer of
62,000 Hungarian Jews. Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans,
2000.
David Kranzler, The Man Who Stopped the Trains to Auschwitz: George
Mante/lo, El Salvador, and Switzerland's Finest Hour. Religion, Theology,
and the Holocaust Series, Alan L. Berger, ed. Syracuse, New York: Syracuse
University Press, 2000.
For many years Americans regarded Switzerland as a little nice country, a
land of colorful, brave, and honest mountaineers who enjoyed their peace and
neutrality. But at the end of the past century this image changed. The press
depicted the Swiss as cold-eyed moneygrubbers, crafty gnomes from Zurich
or Geneva whose god was money and whose behavior during the Second War
was rather ugly. Now it is time to take another look at Switzerland in war
time.
Its situation was very precarious, especially after the fall of France. Fully
enclosed by the totalitarian neighbors Switzerland had to maneuver smartly
between the Axis and the Allies. Many Swiss were brought up in the circle of
German culture. They had a kind of fraternal feelings toward Germans. But
they hated tyranny in any form, including totalitarianism. Switzerland, the
oldest well-organized and stable democracy in Europe, often fighting for its
freedom, could not sympathize with the Nazis or Italian Fascists.
But the danger of totalitarianism grew. Twenty years after the First World
War and after the fall of musty old political structures the peoples of Europe
became angrily disenchanted. The great expectations of brighter future
vanished. The bitter economic crisis made everybody poorer. The leaders of
nations, born and raised in the nineteenth century, governed ineffectively
while the twentieth century marched on. The not so new but freshly polished
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ideologies of extreme right and left, promising better future, won many
followers in most countries.
The new ideologues were excellent propagandists. I remember still how I
compared shortly before the war the schoolbook of German language printed
in 1934 with that from 1939, The old one was kind of gray and very boring,
teaching about things which did not interest the school children. The new,
printed on a much better paper, full of good illustrations, talking about young
modem people, had much more influence on young minds. For adults there
were splendid shows, manifestations, demonstrations full of movement, bright
lights and hypnotic noise. Switzerland had to defend itself on the inner front
from the rosy promises of the totalitarian trends.
Switzerland Under Siege helps to see this country as it really was at the
time of the Second World War. Leo Schelbert, a professor of history at the
University of Illinois at Chicago gathered several concise but substantive
articles by competent authors on Switzerland's response to the dangers of war
(part one) and to challenges of neutrality (part two). Anybody interested in
those subjects should read this well documented short anthology. Perhaps the
most striking article in the first part is "The Threat of Three Totalitarianisms:
The Swiss Response" by Jiirg Stiissi-Lauterburg, a historian who describes the
extremely dangerous situation of Switzerland. The country was surrounded on
all sides (after the French debacle) by the totalitarian powers which had ready
plans to dismember ft. The maps of German and Italian plans to conquer
Switzerland and the Swiss plans of defense are included; they are fascinating.
This democratic little country was a thorn in the side of Germany and a
tempting morsel to Italy.
Adolf Hitler hated the Swiss and wanted to annex their country. StiissiLauterburg quotes from the official record of the meeting of Hitler with
Mussolini at the Brenner Pass on June 2, 1941: "The Fuhrer called
Switzerland the most vile and the most miserable people and state. He called
the Swiss deadly enemies of the New Germany ... They were openly against
the Reich because by separating from the fated community of the German
people, they had hitherto hoped to make a better deal." The Swiss angered
Hitler in still another way; they called the Germans Schwoben (Swabians), a
pejorative word in Switzerland; interestingly, some nations in eastern Europe
used the same word in equally disparaging way. Hitler would gladly send his
troops to conquer Switzerland but there were always more important things to
do. 1 Mussolini wanted just the Italian-speaking cantons; he would have left

1 By the way Hitler was not the first would-be modem conqueror of Switzerland. There were
others. The great master of history Leopold von Ranke, generally evenhanded as a historian
but ratherjingoistic Prussian in his private life, wrote to the Emperor's Minister suggesting
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the rest of Switzerland in peace. Perhaps having a common border with the
stronger partner did not appeal to him.
Of course the Swiss armed themselves as well as they could and made
their own defense plans. Their army knew the difficult terrain better than any
enemy and the totalitarian powers realized that the eventual conquest would
be costly. Besides, the soldiers and weapons of the Axis were needed on the
other, more important fronts. Let's not forget another significant factor. The
Europeans have a strong historical sense. Any modem event had to be
connected with the past, with the events which happened maybe one hundred
or six hundred years ago. Or two millennia ago. Any new political trend or
theory had to be explained in historical terms. For centuries the Swiss were
known as the best soldiers of Europe. They fought victoriously great powers
and who knows? Perhaps they could do that again. A hard nut to crack for the
eventual attackers, and a splendid tradition to remember and lean upon for the
Swiss.
In the second part of the book we find two especially interesting chapters.
The first is "Between Hammer and Anvil" by Heinz K. Meier. The author
shows how the Swiss government bad to balance the demands of the Axis
which could starve Switzerland by withholding its exports of foodstuffs,
energy and raw materials and the demands of the Allies who wanted to cut off
any material help from Hitler's Germany. Another very interesting chapter,
written by Leo Schelbert, titled "Linking the Hideously-Sundered Nations"
Neutral Switzerland as Protecting Power", tells about wide activities of
Switzerland on behalf of the citizens of the countries at war who found
themselves in difficult (and often death-threatening) situations.
The concept of "Protecting Power", writes Schelbert, is based on a
provision of the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 where the expression
"good offices" was used and later developed and expanded because modem
large-scale wars made that expansion necessary. During the Second World
War many states at war (Germany, Great Britain, Vichy France, Italy, United
States, and Japan) chose Switzerland as Protecting Power. A special division
in the Swiss Department of Foreign Affairs was assigned to coordinate all
those activities. Schelbert enumerates the tasks of Swiss representatives and
their achievements. Let us mention here only financial assistance, worth about
1.5 billions of today's dollars.
The International Committee of the Red Cross (the Swiss organization, a
kind of parent of the International Red Cross) worked hand with hand with the
official Swiss representatives and provided humanitarian assistance to the

that Germany should annex Switzerland. See Antoine Guilland, Modern Germany & Her
Historians (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1970), 11.
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victims of war, as also did the Swiss Red Cross. Schelbert gives many
examples of saving human lives by the Swiss diplomats and members of
charitable organizations. Especially important was the saving oflives the Jews
of Budapest, the last large group of Jews left on the continent after the Nazi
Germans murdered millions of their brothers and sisters.
This story is told extensively in two other books. Dangerous Diplomacy
by Tschuy based on his larger, scholarly study Carl Lutz und die Juden von
Budapest. The version in English aims at the general public and does not have
footnotes or an index. Tschuy tells the story of Carl Lutz, a quiet, patient and
courageous man who helped the people in deadly danger as much as he could.
To understand the way he helped them we have to look at the bureaucratic
Europe of that time.
Europe preserved many remnants of the old, strictly hierarchical society,
among them high respect for the bureaucrats, the inheritors of some powers of
yesterday's aristocracy. Nobody questioned their importance. The diplomats
were a specially elevated group of this class with its own rules and customs.
The importance of bureaucracy was expressed by documents. To have many
documents, printed on heavy and expensive paper, stamped by large stamps
with complex drawing and beautiful lettering, signed by an important official,
made the owner of the document an important person too.
As a boy in prewar Poland I bought a monthly tramway ticket. It was duly
stamped, signed and enclosed in a transparent cover with a small lead seal
hanging from it. A truly bureaucratic ticket... After World War I the newly
independent small countries inherited the bureaucratic labyrinths from the
empires of Austria, Russia and Germany. All three powers had an imposing
bureaucracy and memories of it are alive even today. Hence the great
significance of the paperwork described in the books of Kranzler and Tschuy.
Lutz came to Budapest in 1942 from Palestine where he was to implement
the tasks of Switzerland as a Protecting Power by caring for the Germans
living there. He stayed in Hungary in that capacity with the title Swiss Consul
until the Soviet Army pushed back the German troops and the Soviet
authorities sent the foreign diplomats away. Consul Lutz persuaded the
Hungarian authorities to let at least some Jews emigrate to Palestine. Every
week fifty to hundred mostly young Jews emigrated to Palestine via Romania,
all together about ten thousand of them. Later the Consul negotiated with the
Hungarian government which agreed to let additional 8,000 Jews to emigrate.
But in Hungary lived at that time close to 800.000 Jews.
The reader could ask: why such a comparatively large number? The
answer is simple: because the intolerant medieval countries of West Europe,
chiefly France, England, and Spain first persecuted the Jews and then expelled
them. It is one of great ironies of history: the higher the culture of the West in
the Middle Ages grew, the more intolerant it became. Many expelled Jews
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went East and some of them settled in Poland and Hungary. In fact, the
Renaissance dukedom of Transylvania was an enlightened and perhaps most
tolerant European state of Its time. That could be a surprise for the readers of
Bram Stokers book which paints Transylvania as a dark land of vampires.
Hungary became in the first years of the Second World War a satellite
state of Germany, just as neighboring Romania. Those states were officially
independent but in reality this independence was very limited. Still, the
Hungarian government did not murder Jews, although it restricted their
freedom. That changed in March of 1944 when the Germans pushed aside the
government of the Regent Horthy and installed a new one, more obedient to
them. One of important tasks set by the Nazis for the new government was to
organize the transports of the Jews to Auschwitz where they were gassed.
Officially it was just resettlement. Germans already had murdered almost
three millions of Jews in the death camps and ghettos of occupied Poland and
probably more than one million in the Soviet Union.
Why so many Hungarian Jews stayed passive and let the Germans
organize their transport to the death camps? Let us remember that the
government of the Austrian Empire (which later, in 1867, became the AustroHungarian Empire and Kingdom) was in general friendly to Jews, often
defending them from the attacks of the anti-Semites. The Emperor Franz
Josef, called by some the best friend the Jews ever had, stood firmly by them.
When the people of Vienna chose for their Oberbiirgermeister (mayor) the
anti-Semite Lueger, the Imperial Court tried hard to invalidate their choice.
Many Jews saw in the Germans friends and steady defenders. It happened
more than once that somebody informed the Jews getting ready for the
transport to Auschwitz that they are being sent to their death. Then some of
them would go and ask the SS-men watching them if that was true and then
believed the Germans denying such thing. There was also the old Jewish
tendency, proved right by centuries of history, to keep quiet during the great
historical storms; some Jews will die but the quiet remnant will be saved.
Besides, world opinion respected highly the German culture and its great
achievements. Many people of the United States, even the high officials who
were informed about German crimes, could not believe that the people of
Goethe and Beethoven would commit genocide. Some extremely popular
figures like Charles Lindbergh or Henry Ford showed great sympathy to
Hitler's Germany before the war, accepted German medals and opposed
declaring war against Germany. The cultured Jews from Budapest and other
large cities shared this friendliness to Germany on cultural grounds.
The SS Obersturmbannfahrer (about lieutenant-colonel) Adolf Eichmann
supervised the organization of transports. He was a very smart, energetic man,
endowed with brilliant intelligence and hating the Jews - not at all a simple
obedient underling, as described by Hannah Arendt in her book Eichmann in
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Jerusalem. Despite his bloody past he gained the trust of some influential
Jews who naively thought that they could save some compatriots by
negotiating with him. One of those, Rezso Kasztner, did even show him The
Report of Auschwitz (known also as Auschwitz Protocols), the description of
that camp by two Jewish prisoners who escaped from Auschwitz in April
1944. Eichmann collaborated closely with Edmund Veesenmayer, Hitler's
plenipotentiary in Hungary. The new Hungarian government sent gendarmes
and policemen to run and supervise the transports, since Eichmann had only
150-160 SS-men with him.
There are some questions about the behavior of Hungarians toward the
Jews. After all Eichmann had with him only few SS-men. In conquered
Poland thousands of the SS, Gestapo men, Sicherheitspolizei men and
German Army men were active in killing the Jews or in transporting them to
killing centers. In Hungary the local gendarmes, police and the right-wing
bands of Arrow Cross members did the same thing. Why?
When the Austro-Hungarian Empire was dismembered after the First
World War, the territories inhabited by the other nations, especially Croatians,
Czechs, Slovaks, Ruthenians, and Romanians became independent states or
parts of other states. This was done according to the general principle of
nation states, accepted by the victors in the war. But that left only a little
purely ethnic Hungary. The national mythology of great, powerful Hungary,
the land of the brave and chivalrous people, received a deep wound. The
words "Nern, nem, socha!" (no, no, never!) became a kind of motto for the
people remembering past glories, getting ready for revenge and disliking any
potential enemy.
The Hungarian Jews were disliked by many Hungarians. After a short
interlude of. A Communist-like revolution, led after the First World War by
the Hungarian Jew Bela Kun, many Hungarians came to believe that the Jews
were aiding and abetting the Soviet Union and even that they created
Communism. This belief was combined with another, much older one: the
Jews were enemies of Christianity, incessantly plotting to destroy it. There
was a third factor. Many Jews worked in commerce, both as rich merchants
and generally poor shopkeepers. But merchants and shopkeepers were
disliked or hated in many countries, especially when they belonged to
minorities. Pogroms and mass killings of such people happened in many
countries. Armenians led Turkish commerce and Chinese played the same role
in Malay countries; thousands or even millions of them died at the hands of
local populations. Also the very effective anti-Semitic propaganda of Hitler's
Germany played an important role. Taken together, the dark witches' brew of
anti-Semitism was freely flowing, not only in Hungary, but in quite a few
other countries.
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The first trains with Hungarian Jews came to Auschwitz-Birkenau on May
15, 1944. Five large crematories and many deep ditches in which to bury the
dead waited for them. The last transport came on June 29. According to the
report received by Veesenmayer 381 ,661 Jews, mainly from northern
Hungary, were "resettled", most of them via crematory chimneys.2 Now
Eichmann got ready to make Budapestjudenrein (Jew-free).
Lutz saw the danger, talked to Veesenmayer and Eichmann and came to
the conclusion that soon the Jews of Budapest would go to their death.
Eichmann wanted the addresses of the eight thousands Jews who were
permitted to emigrate, but Lutz did not give them to the Obersturmbannfahrer
Instead, he installed the Jewish Agency for Emigration to Palestine in his
consulate and renamed it the Emigration Department of the Swiss Legation.
Then he gave the Jewish leaders of the new department Swiss passports and
asked young people working there, mostly Chalutzim (Zionist Pioneers), to fill
and distribute the Schutzbriefe (protective letters). A Schutzbrief was an
impressive document with appropriate stamps and signatures, stating that the
owner will emigrate to Palestine and that he is actually under the protection of
Switzerland.
The Consul ordered first eight thousand of them, and then more and more,
since the need was great. At the end of the war there were about 80,000 of
Schutzbriefe; all of them were numbered from 1 to 8,000. The Hungarians
respected them for a time. Lutz exceeded his authority and saved human lives
illegally. He was reprimanded by the Geneva ministry but Maximilian Jaeger,
the Swiss ambassador in Budapest, did not intervene and even encouraged
him. To make the people with protective letters more safe, Lutz extended
Swiss protection first to a large building called Glass House and later to
seventy-two buildings where they relocated. Any time when there was any
problem, the indefatigable Consul was there and tried hard to resolve it,
although he was personally endangered many times.
He could do it because the world woke up and saw the evil done to the
Jews. Kranzler describes in his book how that happened. The situation of the
remnant of Jews in Hungary improved for a short time when Regent Horthy
seized back the power. More diplomats followed the example of Lutz in
saving Jewish lives, notably the Swedish envoy Raoul Wallenberg. The Soviet
troops pushed forward and Romania switched sides on August 23, 1944.
Eichmann came back. He planned new big transports to Auschwitz on August
25, but suddenly the wagons were needed elsewhere because of Romania's
move, and he had to change his plans.

2 Danuta Czech, Kalendarz wydarzen w KL Auschwitz (n. p., Wydawnictwo Panstwowego
Muzeum w Oswiecimiu-Brzezince, 1992), 663-698 .
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On October 15 Germans organized a new putsch and installed a new
government of extreme right-wingers, mainly from the organization Arrow
Cross. But the inexperienced new members of the government fought with
each other and the country became a chaotic ochlocracy. The bands of armed
teenagers, members of Arrow Cross, the Nyilas, roamed the streets, killing
Jews and brutalizing the rest of population. Most Jews were relocated to a
large ghetto. Eichmann, lacking railroad cars, sent large groups of Jews
marching to build defenses around Vienna. Lutz negotiated with the new
government and defended personally the Jews against lawless Nyilas, risking
his life many times. Those were his most heroic days. Then came the
victorious Soviets and ordered all western diplomats out of Hungary. When
Lutz arrived in Switzerland, he met with cold reception. His superiors accused
him of having ignored their instructions, issuing documents without
authorization etc. He was investigated, but the judge understood the situation
and scolded the government for persecuting a good man, deserving high
acclaim for his deeds.
The biography of George Mantello, The Man Who Stopped the Trains to
Auschwitz, has the normal scholarly apparatus (footnotes, index, and
bibliography) but is easy to read. Mantello (he changed his name from
Mandi), a rich man who moved his money and businesses to Switzerland,
could have quietly rested there until the end of war. But he saw personally
what the Nazis did in the conquered countries and perceived the danger to the
Jews while many others were blind to it. He wanted to do something. In 1942
he was appointed first secretary of the El Salvador consulate in Geneva which
appreciated his financial help and advice. That became later very important. In
1942 he organized the influential Swiss Rabbis' Committee but could not
persuade the Jewish organizations in Switzerland to cooperate closely.
The Jews had (and still have) a very large number of religious, political,
social, and communal organizations. Those organizations often fought with
each other and withheld important information from their rivals. Moreover,
there were often bitter fights inside those organizations. The well-known
adage says: Where are two Jews, there are three opinions. A historian with the
soul of an evolutionary biologist would ask: what was the survival advantage
of such divisiveness in the long history of Jewish people? Well, the Jews had
to deal with various groups of people, themselves often divided and fighting
each other. If all the Jews chose to stand together with a group of the future
losers, then the danger of their annihilation would be great. But if there were
Jews on the both sides, then the chance of survival of some of them would be
considerable. Still, that was in the past, and with the coming of Hitler the
situation did change.
But another initiative of Mantello succeeded: he issued (with the
permission of the Salvadoran Consul General) many documents of Salvadoran
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citizenship, nicely printed, stamped and signed and sent them to the Jews in
the countries conquered by Hitler. They were helpful. In first months of 1944
the Jews of Switzerland heard rumors that the Germans were preparing the
mass murder of Hungarian Jews. Mantello asked his friend Manoliu, a
Romanian diplomat, to check the situation in Hungary - a very risky mission.
Manoliu went there and came back June 20 with plenty of information, a
shortened version of Auschwitz Report and some other revealing papers.
Mantello was deeply shocked and decided that the world must be informed
about the mass murder of the Jews. He asked the Hungarian students in
Switzerland to help him. In two days the German, English, French and
Spanish translations of the papers brought by Manoliu were ready. In few
days thousands of copies were printed. Mantello, with the help of the students,
distributed some in Switzerland to all legations, newspapers and Jewish
organizations, and sent others to major Allied figures. Sadly, many people still
persisted in their belief that Germany was slandered, but more and more
others realized how great was the evil done by the Nazis, and loudly protested.
In Switzerland the Protestant church denounced the Nazis. The Swiss
press printed many articles about "the Butchery of Men" and of "Factories to
Murder Human Beings". Many Swiss, indignant at the cautious attitude of
their government organized demonstrations. The rest of the world followed.
Sweden sent a special representative, Raoul Wallenberg, to Hungary. The
Pope wrote a sharp letter to the Regent Horthy. The foreign diplomats in
Hungary issued a statement criticizing its government. Switzerland, under
some pressure from the U.S., officially recognized the validity of thousands of
Salvadoran documents of the Hungarian Jews and extended to their holders
the full protection of Switzerland as Protecting Power. That made the position
of Consul Lutz stronger. The trains to Auschwitz were stopped, although
Adolf Eichmann came back after a short pause and, lacking trains, organized
the deportation of Jews on foot. Mantello, wanted to do more for Hungarian
Jews but his new initiatives did not succeed in the murky era of Arrow Cross
government.
After the war Mantello, was accused of three "crimes": of conducting
illegally business in Switzerland, of distributing Salvadoran documents to the
Jews who were not Salvadorans, and of bringing his son illegally from
Budapest to Switzerland without a Swiss entry visa. He was completely
cleared of wrongdoing but his activities which resulted in survival of
thousands of people went unrecognized. Just as Lutz, he committed an
unforgivable sin (in the eyes of any true bureaucrat): he broke rules and
regulations. Their activities could not be recommended, and the best thing to
do was to forget them. So they were mostly forgotten. But now Tschuy and
Kranzler wrote books about those courageous men and their memory should
not be lost again.
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All three books are well worth reading. They reveal some historical blind
spots and rectify wrong opinions. One thing I am missing in them is a
description of general historical background of the events depicted in the
books. Perhaps the authors assumed that readers know at least most important
facts about Swiss and Hungarian history and about the Holocaust.
Unfortunately this is by no means assured. The authors understandably differ
on some points. Who was really Moshe Krausz, the head of the Emigration
Department? Kranzler sees him as an energetic doer, Tschuy as a bumbling
bureaucrat.
There are some errors which should be corrected in the next editions.
Kranzler speaks about the" ... area of Transylvania called the Siebenbergen, or
the seven mountains" (10). It is really Siebenbiirgen, meaning the seven cities.
The German word "Berg" means mountain, "Burg" a walled city or a castle.
This mistake is easy to make. By the way, a chain of hills in Germany (near
the city of Bonn) is called Siebengebirge, seven mountains. Siebenbiirgen was
an important district and sometimes its name was used to mean the whole
Transylvania.
Sen. Lieberman cites in his foreword to Kranzler's book the famous words
of pastor Niemoller, putting them in quotation marks:
When Hitler attacked the Jews, I was not a Jew, therefore, I was not
concerned. And when Hitler attacked the Catholics, I was not a
Catholic, and therefore I was not concerned. And when Hitler
attacked the unions and the industrialists, I was not a member of the
unions and I was not concerned. Then, Hitler attacked me and the
Protestant church - and there was nobody left to be concerned.
But Niemoller's statement is usually translated differently as, for instance in
The Holocaust Forty Years After:
In Germany they came first for the Communists, and I didn't speak
up, because I wasn't a Communist. Then they came for the Jews, and I
didn't speak up, because I wasn't a Jew. Then they came for the trade
unions and I didn't speak up, because I wasn't a trade unionist. Then
they came up for the Catholics, and I didn't speak up, because I wasn't
a Catholic. Then they came up for me, and by that time no one was
left to speak up.
Perhaps the senator quoted from memory and the quotation marks were added
later. There are more of such errors but they do not impair the main theses of
the authors. As I said the books are worth reading.
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Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones, Around the World in 20 Days: The Story of
Our History-making Balloon Flight. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1999.
307 pp. $24.95, Cloth; $14.95, Paper.

Around the World in 20 Days is a compelling personal narrative by the
two pilots who first circumnavigated the globe by balloon in 1999 in the
Breitling Orbiter 3. Having failed in his first two attempts to conquer this one
remaining aeronautical challenge of twentieth century, Swiss psychiatrist
Bertrand Piccard invited British flight instructor Brian Jones to join him for
the ultimate adventurer's project. Together they assembled a working team of
corporate representatives, aviation controllers, meteorologists, friends, and
family who spent years in preparation for the balloon launch from Chateau
d'Oex, Switzerland in the winter of 1999. Five other balloon teams prepared to
launch in other parts of the world. The race was on.
Confined to a small gondola suspended from the balloon for three weeks,
Piccard and Jones took turns piloting and sleeping. In this volume, they take
turns telling their tale. This back and forth exchange on each aspect of their
experience creates an intimacy that conjures an image of these two balloonists
enthusiastically sharing their adventure with the reader over coffee at the
kitchen table. The authors, who kept separate personal diaries on board to
record their impressions, provide a vivid and very refreshing portrayal of the
voyage embellished with the rich descriptive details and thoughtful emotional
responses that are often missing from the average first person aeronautical
account.
While the flight path is easily mapped geographically, this single tracing
can not begin to create a sense of the multiplicity of intersecting trajectories
that reflect the tragedies and triumphs of this team effort. While an airplane
pilot may fly into the wind and control direction, it is the winds that determine
where the balloon will go. Only by changing altitude can the balloonist seek
different winds in an effort to work in harmony with nature for travel in a
specific direction. For Piccard, Jones, and their meteorologists, this continual
seeking of the right winds to merge their craft with the jet stream at the right
moment was critical to success. They flew low to slow down, to melt ice, and
to discard excess weight. They flew high to increase speed, to avoid air traffic
lanes and forbidden zones, and to set an altitude record. Merely tracking
distance and altitude, however, does not take into account the other roller
coaster projections of fuel consumption, technical problems, temperature
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changes, political obstacles, and emotional tensions both inside the capsule
and at the control centre. That everything came together for a distance and
duration record ending with a soft landing in the Egyptian desert is a tribute to
this team effort.
Piccard grew up in a family of Swiss scientists and adventurers. His
grandfather Auguste Piccard was the first man to enter the stratosphere and
his father Jacques Piccard invented the bathyscaphe for deep sea diving. In his
youth Bertrand Piccard learned to fly for sport and excelled at acrobatic hanggliding. After winning the first transatlantic balloon race, he and his co-pilot
set their sights on the global challenge. As a tribute to Piccard and Jones'
accomplishment, the Smithsonian Institution features the Breitling Orbiter 3
gondola in the Milestones of Flight gallery at the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington, DC. Amidst the Wright Brothers' Kitty Hawk flyer,
Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis, and NASA space capsules, it is the only
aircraft on display that is not of American origin.
This is a story of a process rather than of a goal. It is about the wholistic
approach to living in peace with nature and fellow beings. The authors
envision this flight as a metaphor for life and its challenges. It is their victory
of passion, of friendship, and of endurance. Rather than focusing on their own
heroism, they prefer to share the credit and inspire others. For them, life, like
ballooning, is a great adventure: confronting the unknown and finding the
resources within to adapt and to deal successfully with the unexpected. For the
mountain-climbing Swiss, this is a familiar and personal account.
Cheryl R. Ganz
University of Illinois at Chicago

The red Breitling Orbiter 3 balloon gondola in which
Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones circumnavigated the globe
is on display in the Milestones of Flight gallery at the
Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum in
Washington, D.C.
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Lionel Gossman, Basel in the Age of Burckhardt. A Study in Unseasonable
Ideas. Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2000. xii, 608
pp. Bibliographical references, index. Cloth $40.00.
"Monotonie sans egale" 3 or sanctuary for "unbridled thinkers'>!?

Being human and prone to forming first impressions, this reviewer
glanced at the full title of the text under review, and saw red flags rising. First,
in the spirit of full disclosure, this non-Swiss reviewer has only "visited"
Basel once: an unpleasant-and unexpected-wintry layover courtesy of a
French rail strike. Second, seeing "unseasonable ideas" in the same title as
anyone other than Nietzsche raises one's hackles.5 Third, while the works of
Burckhardt enjoy renewed interest among art historians and publishers,6 he
remains largely ignored by "new" cultural and intellectual historians7 and
humanists fault him for his re-introduction of the term "renaissance.'~ Within

Johann Jacob Bachofen on Basel, as qtd., p. 124.
Romain Rolland, as qtd., p. 106. References hereafter will appear parenthetically in the
text.
5 Friedrich Nietzsche's Unzeitgemiisse Betrachtungen were published individually with
separate titles, 1873-1876.
6 James Fenton quotes Burckhardt at length in his review of two volumes recently published
by the Metropolitan Art Museum, cf. Fenton, "The Story of a Room" New York Review of
Books (March 29, 2001), pp. 32-34, here p. 32. Renewed interest in Burckhardt is evident
from the following: Hans R. Guggisberg (ed.), Umgang mitlacob Burckhardt: zwolfStudien
Beitrage zu Jacob Burckhardt ; Bd. 1 (Basel: Schwabe; Munich: C.H. Beck, 1994) and
Burckhardt, The Greeks and Greek Civilization ed. Oswyn Murray and trans. Sheila Stern
(London: HarperCollins, 1998).
7 While Burckhardt did not "invent" cultural history, Pierre Bayle is often given credit, his
name is "inseparably connected" with Kulturgeschichte for "middle" cultural historians like
Hayden White (252). Or is it? Now it rarely appears in the footnotes and indices of"new"
cultural historians, which suggests that he has either been forgotten or incorporated to the
point of subconscious assimilation. Cf. Victoria E. Bonnell and Lynn Hunt (eds.), Beyond
the Cultural Turn. New Directions in the Study of Society and Culture (Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1999).
8 Charles G. Nauert, representative of the current historiography of humanism, applauds
Burckhardt for naming the Renaissance epoch in 1860, but, he claims, specialists abandoned
the term soon after the publication of Wallace Ferguson's The Renaissance in Historical
Thought (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1948). Cf. Nauert, Humanism and the Culture of
Renaissance Europe (Cambridge, 1995), p. ix. Furthermore, one specialist has recently
noted that humanist Pierre Belon employed the term "renaissance" to mean "rising from [a]
noxious coma." Cf. George Huppert, The Style ofParis: Renaissance Origins ofthe French
Enlightenment (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1999), p. 7.

3

4
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a few pages, however, the reader soon realizes that Burckhardt and Basel have
been misunderstood and that Professor Gossman has tapped into a critical
lineage extending back through Burckhardt to Montaigne and Erasmus.
In the introduction to this tour de force, twenty years in the making,
Lionel Gossman, professor emeritus of Romance languages and literatures at
Princeton University, apologizes for lacking the credentials of a professional
historian. 9 A brief glance at the text's subject headings (biography,
intellectuals, Basel, culture, philosophy, and history) reveals the modesty of
such self-deprecation. One discovers by the end of the text, pigeon-holing
Gossman as a "lit specialist" would be similar to calling Jacob Burckhardt
merely an art historian or Friedrich Nietzsche merely a teacher of Greek. The
author of numerous articles and books, most recently Between History and
Literature (1990) and, with Nicolas Bouvier and Gordon Craig, Geneva,
Zurich, Basel: History, Culture, and National Identity (1994), Professor
Gossman is not a stranger to history nor to Basel. In fact, finding its genesis in
an undergraduate seminar team-taught with Carl Schorske10 in the late 1970s
or early 1980s, Basel in the Age of Burckhardt represents a labor of love for a
mature Renaissance man and not a young scholar's first foray. In addition to
scholarly reference, Basel will certainly be cited by future academics to
spouses and family members as proof that sacrificed summers and boundless
intellectual passion can truly yield a magnum opus.
A thorough review of such a richly detailed work of 600 pages and nearly
1700 endnotes presents a daunting task and would perhaps be better suited for
a Stammtisch or a large canvas. One can nonetheless flesh out a few themes
and contextualize the work. As one might surmise simply from the title, Basel
contains several narratives. In his own words, Gossman's seeks
to show how both writers [Bachofen and Burckhardt] are deeply
rooted in the culture of a small, somewhat idiosyncratic, but at times
illustrious city-state in the heart of Europe in the last decades of its
history as an autonomous polity .... whose history and character are
inevitably little known to generations accustomed to think in terms of
the great nation-states of nineteenth-century Europe. (9)

9 Gossman jokes that Gibbon completed his History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire in less time. Cf., p. ix.
10 Carl E. Schorske would later publish an essay entitled "History as Vocation in
Burckhardt's Basel" in his Thinking with History: Explorations in the Passage to
Modernism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), pp. 56-70.
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In addition to an analysis of the historical evolution of a Swiss polis over
the second half of the 19th -century, a second thread running throughout the
work is the re-historicization of four unzeitgemiisse intellectuals, with Jacob
Burckhardt receiving top billing, in the unique context of Basel and of a
university long plagued with the reputation of being a desert culture/
compared to those increasingly wissenschaftlich German institutions. Third,
Gossman stresses the radical nature of their ideas, especially in contrast to
those of Berlin. Finally, this reviewer senses that, consciously or not, these
unzeitgemiisse men have greatly influenced Prof. Gossman.
Johann Bachofen, Jacob Burckhardt, Franz Overbeck, Friedrich
Nietzsche, and the painter Arnold Bocklin-all subjects of team-taught
seminars with Carl Schorske--were to share equal space in Gossman's
original plan. In the interest of completing the manuscript, however, Gossman
omitted the latter except for a few examples of his artwork. Similarly, the last
section, on the two "outsiders" and close friends, numbers an efficient 44
pages, whereas Bachofen enjoys nearly 100 pages of text and Burckhardt
twice as many.
The first of thus unequal four parts introduces us to the l ~-century
Dreiliindereck wedged between Germany, France, and Italy at the carrefours
of northern and southern and of western and central Europe. Founded as
Augusta Raurica, one of several Roman settlements gracing the Rhine, Basel
has enjoyed a history of traffic and of independence. Already the site for a
great cathedral, the completion of the Devil's Bridge across the Reuss gorge
circa 1230 placed the town on a new north-south trading route. The founding
of the university in 1460, 11 the appearance of the printing press and the culture
of the book brought the famed humanist Erasmus and the Protestant
Reformation respectively. Meanwhile, in 1501 thefreie Reichsstadt joined the
loose confederation of Swiss cantons but remained "northern" (economically,
linguistically, and culturally), more akin to Strasburg than to Zurich, until
Louis XIV's annexation of Alsace. Basel of the 17th and 18 th centuries is
remembered for her three "M's": mathematicians (Bernoullis and Eulers),
international merchants, and ribbon manufacturers-who would soon be
supplemented by bankers, at the end of the 18th century, backing the
industrialization of other European lands.
In the 19th century, not unlike the rest of Europe, Basel experienced its
share of political events. During the Wirren of 1830-1833 the rural districts
revolted against the town and led to a permanent split of the canton into urban

11

Shorske posits 1454. See op. cit., p. 57.
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and rural halves. Even before the Freischaren marched on Lucerne, the
Sonderbundkrieg, and the revolutions of 1848, Basel and Frankfurt remained
the only free Rhenish cities, but Basel relinquished much of its sovereignty in
accepting the Swiss federal constitution of 1848. Acceptance of the 1874
revision then "effectively marked the end ... of six centuries of existence as a
more or less independent polity." (7)
Superficially, Basel resembled an ancient Greek polis. Quoting Alfred
Burgin, Gossman describes the city's political structure as '"a kind of family
government... belonging to the circle of well-to-do merchants and
manufacturers,"' not an ennobled order, formed Basel's patriciate even before
the extinction of the guilds (34). A complex web of marriages managed to
keep the number of families small. Nonetheless, business superceded local
politics: "[p ]olitics and government, in short, were not a career in Basel. Only
business was .... Government was what a man did after he made money." (31)
Culturally, 19th century Basel possessed contradictions. Despite the
cosmopolitan commercial ties, Baslers worshipped God and Mammon with
equal fervor, ignored theater, but enjoyed an abundance of Vereine, musical
venues, and public lectures-but class and/or gender generally segregated
activities. Gossman concludes that there was "no lively public culture in
Basel, no large and varied leisure class." (59)
Despite prosperous humanistic beginnings, the university, meanwhile, had
sunk into insignificance by the 18th century with few students and a preference
for local-even if not gifted-professors (35). The sons of Basel's elite
entered business-not the -liberal professions or the civil service. After
Napoleon, the provincial city experienced massive changes associated with
modernization: urbanization, industrialization (chemicals), arrival of the
railway, and a surge of neo-humanism. 12
Following a poignant interlude from Romain Rolland's Jean-Christophe,
the city and university converge with the life and career of Johann Jacob
Bachofen (1815-1887). His story follows in the second hundred pages. To
summarize quickly, his background was not unrepresentative. His family
having arrived in the mid 16th century, Bachofen came from the "cream of
Basel society," enjoyed a humanist education, distrusted democracy, and
found his homeland exceedingly dull. Drawing heavily from and offering
clear syntheses of Bachofen's works, particularly Das Mutterrecht, Die
Griechische Reise, Die Griibersymbolik, and the letter known as Die

12 With the population jumping from 16,420 in 1815 to over 100,000 by the end of the
century, the city literally outgrew its medieval character: the walls were destroyed in the
1850s and the old sewage system showed its shortcomings. (77-79)
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Selbstbiographie, Gossman succeeds in painting the portrait of an arch-enemy
of the Prussian bureaucracy (including her professors) and radical
"antiphilologist" who withdrew from politics and the university in order to
pursue "the history of the ways in which human beings have understood
themselves, the universe, and their own history" (189) through myth, legend,
religion, and law.
Demonstrating a keen interest in Jacob Burckhardt (1818-1897), Gossman
devotes over a third of the text to Bachofen's contemporary and relative. The
Burckhardts became Basel citizens in the early 1500s and began in business as
haberdashers before moving up to silk traders before entering the powerful
guilds. By the yearl600 they were already among the richest and most
influential families and they rose to such political prominence that from 1655
to 1798 a Burckhardt, or husband of one, was one of the two Burgermeisters
(203). Others, not dissimilar to the Medicis, established themselves abroad
and reached high levels of service to princes. The son of a minister, Jacob
Burckhardt nonetheless enjoyed a cosmopolitan upbringing. After the
Gymnasium and Piidogogium, young Burckhardt studied theology in Bonn,
but filled with intellectual pessimism, dropped it in favor of history under
Ranke. 13 After bouncing around posts in Basel, Rome, and Berlin- all the
while contributing to the Kolnische Zeitung (contemporaneously with Karl
Marx) and producing scholarly works-the young Burckhardt landed in 1855
at the Federal Polytechnique in Zurich. Finally self-assure, the art
dilettante/art historian/cultural historian returned to his hometown university,
where he would prefer civic culture and a "general awakening of his students"
to historical thinking to transmitting specialized knowledge (238). With a
wistful note in his voice, Gossman recounts how Burckhardt distanced himself
from the viri eruditissimi- "the bureaucrats of scholarship"-by refusing to
write reviews (ahem), by discouraging young foreign scholars from studying
with him, and by avoiding "self-serving" and "sterile" congresses (238). Quite
simply, he wished to '"pass for dead abroad."' (ibid)
In his most elegant chapter, the twelfth, Gossman argues convincingly
against the charges "presentist" and "Whiggish" often lodged against
Burckhardt by 20 th -century historians and philologists. Having closely read
Burckhardt's published works, correspondence, and Kaegi's masterful
biography, Gossman first attests that Burckhardt felt impelled to pursue a
broad cultural history of Greece because his Basel colleagues had failed to

13 Chapter fifteen specifically treats the Burckhardt/Bachofen vs. Ranke/Mommsen and
Basel vs. Berlin rivalries.
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offer a synthesis. He never intended a detailed, consummate study, and yet
upon the posthumous publication of the four-volume text, Wissenschaftler
nitpicked. Gossman further argues that Burckhardt purposely advanced
presentist themes as means of judging his own Zeitgeist.
Admirers of Nietzsche and Overbeck will find almost nothing new in
Basel in the Age ofBurckhard! . 14 Allotting himself only one chapter, Gossman
utilizes the last two "unseasonable" intellectuals to complement his larger
discussion of the two homegrown professors, whom they admired. Gossman
argues that Nietzsche was able to pursue his "unorthodox philosophy" and
Overbeck his "antitheology" in large part because
the 'anachronistic' city-republic of Basel was a place where those
whose ideas were 'unzeitgemiiss' ... [found] a sanctuary for intellectual
practices that ran counter to the reigning orthodoxies of German
scholarship ... .In Basel [the four] found the peace and security they
needed to develop or pursue unseasonable thoughts .... Their work,
taken en bloc, constitutes a formidable critique not only of
Wissenschaft as it was understood in the late nineteenth century,
especially in Germany, but of the optimistic, self-confident
modernism of their time. (8)
Gossman, comfortably in retirement, should be applauded for his own
Burckhardtian twist of using an historical work to criticize our period and its
narrow-minded nitpickers.
Despite its heft and, paradoxically, its truncated nature, students of the
humanities 15 and gebildete Leute will find the richly detailed Basel in the Age

14 For example, in terms of Nietzsche, Gossman relies heavily on the Janz biography and,
understandably, makes little effort to treat the abundant secondary literature appearing in the
last decade excepting David Marc Hoffmann (ed.), Nietzsche und die Schweiz Reihe
Strauhof Zurich Bd. 7 (Zurich: Strauhof, 1994). For Nietzsche's critical appraisal of his
Basel years, see "Why I am so clever" in Ecco Homo edited and translated by Walter
Kaufmann, On the Genealogy ofMorals and Ecce Homo (NY: Random House, 1967/ 1989),
p. 242. Perhaps the best (anglophone) secondary treatment is R. J. Hollingdale, Nietzsche:
The Man and his Philosophy revised ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1999). On the other
hand, Gossman should be commended for exploiting the Giorgio Nietzsche, Colli and
Mazzino Montinari (eds.), Kritische Gesamtausgabe: Briefwechsel 24 vols. (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1975-1984).
15 Students and instructors in Swiss, pan-German, or cultural history, the social history of
ideas, historical sociology, and/or the philosophy of history, for example, should consider
this text.
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of Burckhardt a pleasure to read, although monolingualists might tire of the
inconsistency of translations (sometimes provided, sometimes not).
Benn Williams
Department of History
University of Illinois at Chicago
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